SUPER WING OPTIONS

Attention!
●This item is meant for hobbyists 15 years of age or older.
Please do not give this item
to children under 15.
●This item is intended for use
with the Zoukei-mura 1/32
"A-1H Skyraider".
●The polyethylene bags that
contain the parts and assembly manual present a suffocation risk. Please do not drop
the parts or bend them in unintended ways, as they may
be damaged.
●In order to properly express the
shape of the items, it was unavoidable for some parts to
have sharp edges. Please be
careful.

SUPER WING OPTIONS
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1/32 DOUGLAS

SUPER WING SERIES® No.03 SWS03-M08

Urethane Resin Parts: 18
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1/32 DOUGLAS

「A-1H」SKYRAIDER

1/32

These are extra parts to be used with
the A-1H Skyraider kit.

MD3

◆◆ Important Points for Assembly ◆◆

Set

■Please carefully read the assembly manual prior to
opening and make sure that everything is included.
■To use this item, tools such as ●nippers, ●craft
knife, ●files, ●sanding papers, ●instant glue, etc.
are required, so please prepare them.
■Please prepare the parts first. You can remove
seam lines and gate marks with tools such as nippers, a craft knife and files. Urethane resin is softer
than the plastic material used for the kit. So be careful to avoid carving too much. Air bubbles can be filled with putty (epoxy, plastic, etc.) or similar, then finish with sanding paper. In the case that mold details
are lost, you can recover them with tools such as
spatulas.
■For assembly, adjust the direction of each part while
checking the balance and pose of your entire kit.
■Instant glue should be used for these parts. Please
note that they cannot be glued with plastic model kit
cement.
■Base preparation is required before painting. Please
thoroughly finish the base with a coat of surfacer
spray (otherwise, the paint will chip off as time passes.)
■With regard to paint, after taking personal safety and
the global environment into consideration, we recommend using "Vallejo Colors," acrylic hobby paints for
the new century. Please check references regarding
the US Navy at that point and the assembly manual
of 1/32 "A-1H" Skyraider, and finish your Skyraider
in your preferred color scheme.
※When it comes time to use tools and paints, please
carefully follow the individual instructions respective
to each tool for your safety.

1/32 DOUGLAS

「 A-1H」
SKYRAIDER

MD3 set

MD3 Towing A-1H
The MD3 was used
as shown here to
tow the A-1H.

The Zoukei-Mura 1/32 Scale
Douglas A-1H Skyraider is
available for separate sale. It
is not included with this item.
Make sure to get the Skyraider along with this item.

■Car

■Back Pack

■Cover Ballast

■Front Wheel x2 ■Steering
Wheel

■Rear Wheel x2

■Lever

We take the utmost of care when overseeing manufacturing, but if your kit is among
the very small percentage that contains a defective part, please contact customer service
within two weeks of your purchase with your
full name and order number.

「A-1H」
SKYRAIDER

These are extra parts to be used with
the A-1H Skyraider kit.

◇Tow Bar

■Handle

◇Driver

■Head

ＭＤ3 SET

This kit is made of urethane resin. Please be careful during assembly.

■Body

Plastic model cement wonﾕt work on these parts. Please use a suitable instant glue.

http://www.zoukeimura.co.jp/

■Part

■Hook x2

Purchasers from VOLKS Japan
International Web Site:
Please contact imos@volks.co.jp.
Purchasers from VOLKS USA:
Please contact service@volksusa.com.
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◇Driver

Points to Attach the Hooks
■Cover Ballast

■Head
Please assemble the MD3 as
shown in the illustration below. All
of the front and rear wheels need
to be attached evenly in a straight
position in order to touch the
ground perfectly.

SWS03-M08

Chart of Included
Parts
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These are extra parts to be
used with the
A-1H Skyraider kit.

How to Assemble
the MD3

SUPER WING SERIES® No.03

■Hook
The hooks will be attached at the bottom
center of the car on both rear and front sides.

■Part

◇How to Add Detail to the Tow Bar and
Points to Attach them to the A-1H
The actual MD3 had a chain between the bars to avoid them
opening too wide. Adding a
chain as shown in the illustration
below will give your work a more
realistic finish.

■Body
Close Up

You can choose either the back
pack or cover ballast for the rear
part.

■Back Pack
■Rear Wheel

■Movable
Part
■Main Part

■Hook

■Lever

Left hand will
grab the steering wheel.

Thin Chain
A chain is not included
with this item. Please add
it separately.

■Legs

A-1H

Make a hole here to attach
the bar.

Make a 2.0mm diameter hole
to put the chain through. For
a wide opening, the hole
should be close to the edge
of the bar (black arrow). For
a narrow opening, the hole
should be far from the edge
of the bar (white arrow).

■Legs

◇Tow Bar

軸可動

■Front Wheel
Sit the driver down in the car
after assembly. His left hand
will grab the steering wheel, so
please adjust its position before you glue the parts.

■車体

■Movable

■Cover Ballast

■Hook

■Steering Wheel
■Rear Wheel

■Attention If You Attach the Tow Bar to the Hook!
■フック

■Back Pack
or
■Cover Ballast

■Front Wheel

Close Up

Please arrange the tow bar as
you like. To tow the A-1H, the
ends of the tow bars will be attached to the hook and A-1H's struts.

The tow bar canﾕt be attached
to the hook as it is. Please cut
the ring at the end of the tow
bar to attach it to the hook.

◇Tow Bar

Remove any
thin excess
here.
■Main Part

Insert the bumps of the movable part into
the dents inside the main part, so that the
movable part can move about the axle.

■Handle

The picture at above left shows how the tow bar is
used with the A-1H. (The picture is taken with a
sample. The actual product may differ.)

